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Hello Please SUPPORT HB1171 

Twelve years ago I found out I have Hashimoto’s which is an autoimmune disease that attacks the 

thyroid primarily but can target other organs as well. I also found out that I have extremely high 

antibodies of 2,250 at the time of testing my antibodies should be 0.  This means means that my 

immune system is on high alert and ready to attack perceived invaders which can sometimes be my 

health organs. I suffer from extreme fatigue, migraines, hormonal issues and other conditions. Eight 

years ago my husband and I tried to start a family and due to my high antibodies which medication did 

not lower I suffered a mis-miscarriage because my body mistaken my baby as a foreign invader.  

At the point I took my life into my own hands and changed my eating habits to all organic, removed 

gluten from my diet, took myself off of all medications gradually and reduced my antibodies to under 

600 and successfully carried a healthy baby girl to term and she is now a healthy, intelligent 6 year old. 

My name is Karen Sharif and my story is unique as is my body, my medical history and how my body 

responds to medical versus natural interventions. Every human being has a unique story to tell because 

we are all different and unique and should not be treated as robots. One treatment may effect others 

completely different than another person and I not my employer should have the right to say what and 

does not go into my body.  

I have worked at my job for 16 years and have worked hard to climb the ladder of upper management 

and it would be detrimental and impose unthinkable hardship on my husband and daughter if I loss my 

income. Unfortunately it would be even more detrimental if I allowed an experimental vaccine be forced 

into my body knowing that my body has already had reactions to vaccines in the past. The covid vaccine 

is a new technology which has never been utilized in commercial use and is unproven in clinical trials. 

The manufactures of these vaccines have stated that their vaccines do not reduce or slow transmission 

of the virus or death but “MAY” reduce symptoms. So according to Dr Fauci, still need to wear mask and 

social distance and not the manufacture says it does not reduce or slow the transmission of the 

virus…..SO WHAT EXACTLY DOES IT DO?!!! 

 

Furthermore, the manufactures who created this vaccine with this new MRNA technology that has 

never been utilized in commercial that is now being tested on human beings like we are LAB RATS bear 

NO LIABILITY or RESPONSILITY if someone has a serious reaction, injury or DEATH. 

Are you okay with a manufactured having NO liability with a vaccine that has NOT been proven 

to be safe or effective?  

I AM NOT!!! 

Slavery was abolished…..right? I am a free woman in America, the Land of the FREE…..right? 

Is mandating a vaccine be injected into a healthy body for a virus that has a 99.5% survival rate 

sound like FREEDOM?!! 



Informed consent is a basic human right which any forced medical  procedure has no place in a free 

society. Have we not learned anything from Nazi Germany, the Tuskegee experiment and forced 

sterilization on Black slaves in America for centuries. 

I’m asking you today to stand for the Americans of the FREE world. Fight for bodily autonomy and 

SUPPORT HB1171. 

Medical procedures must always be voluntary and with informed consent. 

Thank you 

Karen Sharif 


